Bulldog starting fullback survives brush with anthrax

Although a false alarm, Verron Haynes demonstrates his quick-thinking survival skills

By Stephen Dix

The Georgia Bulldog’s football practice at the team’s practice facility was delayed this past Monday for nearly two hours. One of the players, Senior runningback Verron Haynes, while on his way to the locker room happened to look down and notice a suspicious looking white powdery substance on the practice field. As first Haynes did not know what to do, but after an hour of staring down at the field decided to go over to the water cooler and pour the substance unknown to the players was found near the ends of the field. "It’s really weird how they were stacked together like that. It must be some type of joke from those Tech kids,” said Assistant Coach Bobby Joe.

Once Haynes decided to check what was happening for the bulldogs next year, how-
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Early on it appears Georgia could have the advantage when they have the ball against the Tech defense. How do you feel they match up?

Heather Feldkamp
Athens, GA

Agricultural economics students develop analytical methods to study resource allocation problems in agriculture, natural resources, and rural development. Students receive hands-on experience in price analysis, operations research, public program analysis, economic development, economic research, and public administration. Students are well-grounded in economic theory and conduct economic analysis through the use of microcomputers and case studies.

Will Kelly Campbell be back for the game?

Jordan Walker
Augusta, GA

The horticulture curriculum is designed to instruct and educate students in the application of basic principles to the propagation, culture, production, and postharvest physiology of ornamental plants, turfgrasses, fruits, vegetables, and flowers. The curriculum has the flexibility to allow a student to select courses in turf management (the culture and management of turfgrasses on golf courses, recreational areas, and home lawns); floriculture/woody-ornamentals (including the use of plants indoors for aesthetic, therapeutic, as well as pollution abatement purposes); and fruit and vegetable production and management.

How much of a factor will Georgia’s big game experience be?

Elizabeth Lurchen
Clayton, GA

The thriving dairy industry in Georgia is an important segment of the agricultural economy. The modern industry requires personnel trained in business, economics, and management as well as the traditional dairy science courses. Courses of a more basic nature may be emphasized by students who desire careers in science-related fields or who wish to pursue graduate or professional study. This major is highly recommended for persons planning to enter a program of study in veterinary medicine.
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- Jody Shaw 8
- Ryan Lorio 8
- Martin Wiggins 8
- Chris Cornish 8
- Brian Smith 8
- Keith Becker 7
- Andrew Santelli 7
- Jeff Lev 7
- Clark Nelson 7
- Brian Rouse 7
- Brian Oxford 7

Can you top me, Matthew Bryan, Editor-in-Chief

http://www.nique.net/footballforecast
Georgia to complete landscaping inside Sanford Stadium

By David Crispin
Staff Writer

University of Georgia President Michael F. Adams announced that the school is moving forward in its plans to continue the landscaping at Sanford Stadium. According to Adams, the school will be making several landscaping improvements.

"The shrubs were only the beginning. By this time next year, I plan on seeing University of Georgia touchdowns in front of an Oriental Garden and a waterfall created by Lighthouse Landscaping," said Adams.

The renovations, expected to run close to 2 million dollars, will also add a host of perennials, 12 Georgia pines, 3 magnoliatrees, and over 50 holly bushes. The waterfall is expected to become the centerpiece of the Sanford stadium landscaping design. UGA is purchasing the waterfall kit from The Water Garden, serving East Tennessee since 1987. They have decided to purchase the Waterfall and Coping Kit 700 that includes 30 feet of artificial coping stone, a waterfall border, and a waterfall slate. They plan on purchasing Crystal Clear, a biological clarifier that helps control algae. Available in water soluble bags, the bacteria and enzymes in biological clarifier remove ammonia, nitrate, and sludge from the pond.

"Initially, we were worried that the pond would look muddy, but we were assured the falls are not that hard to maintain," said Head Groundskeeper Bob Trey.

Georgia Head Coach Mark Richt applauds the changes.

"This is just another recruiting tool that we possess," said Richt. "I can think of few things that will be more intimidating that walking into Sanford stadium and seeing some Ageratum along the 30-yard line and maybe some swamp mallow in one of the end-zones."

Fans have been waiting the final landscaping for years. Plans were made in the beginning to add a rock garden, but funds were low when the shrubs were installed. However, thanks to recent alumni donations the realization of the landscaping dreams became possible.

The school received $3 million from an unknown donor with the intent of making the field of Sanford Stadium complete.

"The shrubs were only the beginning. By this time next year, I plan on seeing University of Georgia touchdowns in front of an Oriental Garden and a waterfall created by Lighthouse Landscaping"  

Michael F. Adams  
University of Georgia President

The hedges surrounding the field at Sanford Stadium are one of the greatest traditions at Georgia. The school plans to add to that tradition next year with the addition of a waterfall, several Georgia pines, and small plants.

The new HP-06!  
For every U(sic)GA student!
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The hedges surrounding the field at Sanford Stadium are one of the greatest traditions at Georgia. The school plans to add to that tradition next year with the addition of a waterfall, several Georgia pines, and small plants.
UGA VI suspended for drug violations

By David Janes

Georgia Bulldogs mascot and icon UGA VI was suspended Friday for violating the NCAA’s substance abuse policy. This was the second suspension of UGA VI, who only a couple weeks ago seemed to have turned a corner after the Tennessee victory, but people close to UGA VI said the media attention only made him worse.

“He sleeps, like basically the entire day,” says caretaker Megan Stires. “I don’t think he’s happy.”

Many analysts feel Georgia fans have simply been putting too much pressure on the 55 pound English bulldog, the heaviest in the long line of UGAs. His father, UGA V, was perhaps the most famous of the Georgia canines. He was selected as the best college mascot in 1997 and appeared on the cover of Sports Illustrated. He also was in the movie Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil filmed in Savannah and directed by Clint Eastwood.

“UGA VI has struggled under the pressure of being Georgia’s mascot. The canine has had to live in the paw prints of his famous father, creatively named UGA V.”

UGA VI seen here in a file photo after a heavy night of drinking, has struggled under the pressure of being UGA VI, who has been known on occasion to sniff poop and his soul of this nation.”

I don’t think he’s happy.”

Many analysts feel Georgia fans have simply been putting too much pressure on the 55 pound English bulldog, the heaviest in the long line of UGAs. His father, UGA V, was perhaps the most famous of the Georgia canines. He was selected as the best college mascot in 1997 and appeared on the cover of Sports Illustrated. He also was in the movie Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil filmed in Savannah and directed by Clint Eastwood.

“UGA VI has struggled under the pressure of being Georgia’s mascot. The canine has had to live in the paw prints of his famous father, creatively named UGA V.”

UGA VI is scheduled to take the first shit on the field.

In the dog house
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Wedding Planner source of inspiration for receiver Terrance Edwards

By Justin Franks

Terrance Edwards, University of Georgia starting receiver, revealed yesterday his fondness for the movie Wedding Planner starring Jennifer Lopez and Matthew McConaughey.

“Sometimes I watch the movie on my DVD player given to me by...my mom,” said Edwards. “I find a little piece of inspiration in this world of despair every time I see that twinkle in Jennifer’s eyes.”

Wedding Planner, released in late January, is directed by Adam Shankman. The movie centers around the ironic story of a wedding planner (Jennifer Lopez) who can’t find love and a young doctor (Matthew McConaughey) about to be married to his long-time lover. McConaughey saves Lopez from a runaway dumpster and the two are instantly in love. However, Lopez ends up being his wedding planner for his imminent wedding.

Edwards’s favorite part of the movie was when Justin Chambers, who plays the Italian immigrant competing for Lopez’s love and McConaughey are running on the treadmill and doing pull-ups while Lopez and the gang are out looking at a wedding site.

“I think it really showed the competitiveness the female figure can bring out in a man,” said Edwards. The starting wide receiver also has hosted Wedding Planner memorabilia. He has two movie posters hanging above his dorm room bunk bed and last week purchased “those plastic bride and groom things that go on top of the cake” at a local bridal store. He also purchased the script for $25.99 on Amazon.com. Edwards, who expects his football career to hit the fan sooner or later, has given considerable thought to being a wedding planner when he graduates from Georgia.

“I like picturing myself in those many situations she got involved in and imagining what I would do,” said the Bulldog. “I’d be lying if I said I didn’t walk around in my dorm room pretending to arrange San Francisco’s biggest wedding.”
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